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Align 3gx manual update

3GX Flybarless System - Download Download Introduction Q&amp;A V5.0 Downloads V4.0 Downloads V3.1 Downloads V3.0 Downloads V5.0 Updated Features Plus SUPPORTS JR DMSS (ALIGN RJ01) satellites. Upgraded collective step in elevator compensation. Helicopter is able to remain
horizontal stop during the rapid climb/get off. Improved stability and straight line monitoring during fast forward flight, rolls, and other maneuvers. Improved swashplate control routine. Flight manoeuvres are smoother with a faster response. Better rudder stability and swashplate during rollers and ticTocks. Upgraded rudder control routine to allow faster pirouettes and better stopping stability. Upgraded swashplate stability to allow for more stable interruption than rolling maneuvers. Installation precautions V5.0 All flight settings and parameters will revert to the default settings after the 3GX upgrade.
Therefore, installation steps must be performed again in 3GX, followed by adjustments to flight parameters that match your preferences. For safety reasons, do not connect the 3 engine cables without a grill during the installation process. Make sure there is a correct power supply to 3GX during
installation. If there are interruptions in the upgrade process due to poor connection or insufficient battery power, the update may fail causing 3GX to brick. When used with APS, APS must be in V1.3 version. When used with aps Lite, APS Lite must be in V1.0 version. After upgrading the 2 3GX Video
Page, all settings are reset to preset values, flight parameters are returned to the original settings, and 3GX must be fully reset after the update to adjust the flight parameters that match your feel. For safety reasons, do not connect the brushless regulator to the three engine lines before adjusting it to
avoid the risk of starting the engine during adjustment. When 3GX is updated, be aware that the cable and power supply are correct and if the update is interrupted during the update process due to poor cable contact or insufficient power supply, the 3GX update will fail to activate. When you use APS
together, you must use the APS V1.3 version. When you use APS Lite together, you must use the APS Lite V1.0 version. After the 3GX upgrade page 3, all settings will revert to the value, and the line will be returned to the original 廠 constant value, after which the 3GX must be reset completely again,
and then the line will match your feel. For security reasons, Connect the three times of the brush speeder before you make the decision so as not to cause a dangerous situation during the whole hour. When the 3GX updates, pay attention to whether the connection source provision is normal if the update
process, due to the 觸 sect or insufficient source of the 斷 update, will cause the 3GX update to fail and open. When you use APS together, you must use the APS V1.3 version. When you use APS Lite together, you must use the APS Lite V1.0 version. Einige Word-Funktionen können in Google Docs
nicht angezeigt werden und werden bei Änderungen entferntDetails anzeigenLetzte Änderungen anzeigen This was a great thread. I have recently created my first 3GXá 3GXá was included as part of the Align 250 Pro DCF Super Combo.This is my third Align 250, as I also have 2 of the original releases.
Both have been turned into FBL. One has an Align DCF head and an AR7600BX Spectrum controller. The other has a MicroHeli head with an Align 3G MSR controller using a Spektrum DSMX satellite. They both fly well and reliably. We all fly with a Spektrum DX7s radio. The 3GX was an interesting
experiment in the 250 Pro. First I was able to get the Spektrum DSMX satellite to bind. Then went to a Spektrum 6 channel receiver. Binding was successful and I was able to complete the installation of the helipad and 3GX unit. But I certainly didn't like the rat's nest resulting from the wiring and the
separate receiver. I tried once again to commit to a Spektrum DSMX satellite without success. The satellite was connected to Ant 1, which to me made sense. Without success using the Ant 1 connection, I exchanged the connection with Ant 2 and was able to successfully bind the DSMX satellite. All
control functions in the 250 Pro seem to be OK. This is where it gets weird. Of course, when you use a 6-channel receiver, the gyro gain control comes from channel 5. Channel mapping for the satellite must be channel 7 for gyroscope gain. But without any other changes to the transmitter or 3GX setup,
gyroscope control (change from HH to Rate) seems to work fine and still remains as channel 5 from my DX7s.First and above all, the 3GX installation instructions that come with the 250 Pro DCF leave a lot to be desired. There is a lack of clarity as to the correct swashplate option when setting up the
transmitter. As far as satellites are concerned, there is no clarity as to whether or not it is acceptable to fly smaller helis on a single satellite, and which antenna port should be used if you use only one satellite. In this respect, the documentation for 3G MSR is much better, including detailed binding
instructions for JR satellites, as well as for Spektrum DSM2 and DSMX satellites. This thread was more useful that all official sources Align. Thank you all for sharing your experience! Jerry Callan, G:200, 255? T-Rex 250, 450 SE &amp; SA, Mini-Titan, Blade 450 I've put together the written information on
the Alignment 3GX v2.1 I found so far. Mostly for my memory. I shrunk this information into a pocket guide that I would print (or read on my mobile) if I have to change the parameters through the 3GX unit out in the field. I also found this site: Explains flybarless and lists current flybarless products. I'm
struggling to what's behind parameters like Flight Condition Control and how they affect the helipad. I will try to gather a parameter explained and started by copying the pop-ups from the software (and maybe corrected some automatic translation errors:)This is how to do the installation through the 3GX
drive. use the software there are text and pop-ups to explain the settings: Flybarless part of the installation If available, make sure the following functions are disabled in the transmitter: Swash Ring, Compensation Connection, Swash Mix, Mixing and AccelerationCare must be zero when using 3GX, and
should not be customized at all times. If the helicopter hovering tends one side, this means that the swashplate does not hold horizontally when adjusting. Go to flybarless System Direct gyro bypass mode, for mechanical movement and neutral installation point to adjust the level of swashplate and then
re-complete the setting. In the event of changes, such as 3GX software update, step rearrangement, or subtrim customizations, the installation process must be repeated for the flybarless system. Servo on the right side of the helipad frame is AIL, middle is ELE, left side is PIT. Do not exchange AIL and
PIT connections, otherwise a compensation feature may be reversed. Confirm the appropriate swashplate action with pit, ail, and ele commands. Some people argue that ELE and AIL should have the same value. If the wrong movements or servo has no movement, please check the servo connection to
3GX as well as the radio control system. Version 2.1 note: Trottle calibration must be performed independently. Se Trottle calibration at the end. In this mode the 3GX drive works just like an Rx and outputs the servo signal from Tx.Pay extra attention to these installation steps. Incorrect neutral points will
affect the stability of the flight and even lead to a loss of control. Press and hold the SET button while turning on the receiver. DRIVERS 1~5 (DIR~A.REV) start flashing in sequence. Release the button before the flash sequence is complete, the green DIR LED will light up indicating that the 3GX has been
bypassed for mechanical neutral adjustment and travel range adjustment. Adjust the servo neutral point and the main blade pitch. Adjust the maximum collective step using the transmitter's swashplate blending function (AFR swash pitch). Do not set individual servo end points through servo ATV/AFR
mode. If changes are made to the end points or transmitter sub-components in the future, the initial setting of the 3GX system without a flight line must be performed again. The recommended collective range of pilots for various T-Rex helicopters is 10-14 degress depending on preferenses. Set the right
aileron and the front elevator to 8 degrees. Some helicopters have asymmetric movements between left/right and front/back. Only proper measurement of the aileron and the front Aileron and lift values can be adjusted to the 3GX panel or circular step speed setting according to flight mode settings. For
the rest of the organization: The throttle stick position where the main tone is 0 degree should be maintained. Maintaining the swashplate level and the main step at zero degrees, press the SET button to enter the neutral point and enter E.LIM setting mode. Move the transmitter lift stick forward, and then
back to the central position. This completes the swashplate blend type recognition process. The control unit will determine the CCPM mixing ratio or traditional mechanical elevator mixing points. Press the SET button to switch to E.REV installation mode. If the tilt plate in the wrong direction, move the
transmitter lift stick until the STATUS LED changes color and check the tilt direction of the plate again. Press the SET button to switch to A.LIM installation mode. This completes the process of installing the aileron endpoint. The control unit will determine the maximum aileron final points. Press the SET
button to switch to A.REV installation mode. If the tilt plate in the wrong direction, move the transmitter's aileron stick until the STATUS LED changes color and check the tilt direction of the plate again. Press the SET button again and the control unit will start again with all LEDs flashing. This completes the
no-fly portion of the installation process. Press and hold the SET button for 2 seconds to enter the rudder gyroscope adjustment mode while 3GX is on. Each adjustment value is indicated in the 3GX control unit in green or red letters corresponding to the STATUS LED color. The next setup mode is
inserted with a single press of the SET button. There is a direct correlation between the speed of Cerves and the performance of the gyroscope. Faster servos are able to execute commands from the gyroscope with greater and greater accuracy. Due to the high performance gyro sensors used in the
flybarless 3GX system, top high-speed digital rudder servos are mandatory for optimal tail performance. The installation operation will shut down if no activity is detected in 10 seconds. The servo frame rate of 1520μs or the flybarless 760μs3GX system is compatible with both the 760μs with the narrow
servos frame rate and the standard 1520μs frame rate servos. The appropriate frame rate must be according to the specifications of your servo. Press the transmitter rudder left or right to select the frame rate. For example, if the rudder is pushed to the left (or right) and the STATUS LED turns green, the
frame rate is set to 1520m. To set it to 760μs, the rudder stick must be pushed from the center to the opposite end 3 times for the STATUS LED to turn red, indicating a frame rate set to 760μs. Press and hold the SET button for 2 seconds to enter installation mode, and then press the SET button to select
DS/AS DS/AS as indicated by DS/AS LED lighting. Use the transmitter steering stick to select either the digital servo DS mode (the STATUS LED is green) or the analog servo AS mode (the STATUS LED is red). First check how the rudder responds to the Tx. Move the transmitter rudder stick left/right,
and check for the correct direction of the servo rudder. If necessary, the servo reverse is done by the REV function (reverse) of the transmitter. To adjust the tail step, center the rudder servo either by setting the 3GX flybarless to normal rhythm mode (locking without direction) or press and hold the SET
button for 2 seconds. With the servo center rudder and servo horn at 90 degrees, adjust the connection length until the tail step slider focuses on the tail outlet axis. Lift the helicopter by hand, and turn it to the left (yaw). Check if the rudder servo applies correct compensation on the right. If reversed, set
the NOR/REV setting as follows: Press and hold the SET button for 2 seconds to enter adjustment mode, and then press the SET button to select the NOR/REV setting mode, as indicated by the NOR/REV LED lighting. Using the transmitter steering stick, select either NOR (STATUS LED is green) or
REV (STATUS LED is red). Press and hold the SET button for 2 seconds to switch to setup mode, and then press the SET button to select LIMIT setting mode. Press the transmitter rudder left until the tail step slider reaches the end, then center the rudder and wait 2 seconds for the STATUS LED to flash.
This completes the setting of the rudder endpoint limit for the left side. Press the stick rudder right until the tail step slider reaches the end, then center the rudder and wait 2 seconds for the STATUS LED to flash. This completes the setting of the steering endpoint limit for the right side. Press and hold the
SET button for 2 seconds to enter installation mode, and then press the SET button to select DELAY setting mode. The choice of small or large helicopter is made by moving the transmitter rudder sticking left or right observing the position LED color. For example, t-REX 500/550/600/700 the STATUS LED
will be green. T-REX 250/450 THE STATUS LED will be red. The amount of rudder stick moving from the center is the amount of DISEASE. When the DELAY LED starts flashing, the delay is at 0%. the rudder stick is pushed at the end, the delay is at 100%. To achieve consistent gyroscope gain on the
left and right, 3GX is built in torque compensation mode. The user must confirm whether 3GX is placed right side up or upside down. Right side up: Installed with 3GX tag facing up, anti-torque compensation put in positive (green LED position). Upside down: Installed with a 3GX label facing down, torque
compensation set to negative (red LED). Using rudder stick to choose either positive anti-torque compensation (green position driven) for right side up mounting, or negative anti-torque compensation (red position led) for upside down in addition to the transmitter, the anti-torque compensation feature can
also be set via the rudder parameter of the 3GX interface. Confirm the rudder settings by pressing the SET button. For radio with built-in gyro gain settings, the profit can be adjusted directly. For example, the 50%-100% setting on the radio translates to 0% - 100% gain in heading lock mode. The 50%-0%
setting on the radio translates into a 0%-100% gain in normal (out of direction) locking mode. The actual profit value varies between servos and helicopters. The goal is to find maximum profit without tail hunting. This can only be done through actual flight tests. The recommended starting point for the
transmitter's gyro gain setting should be 70~80% to hover, 60~70% for idling-up. The value should be coordinated under real flight conditions by increasing the maximum gain without tail hunting. Flight mode settings 3GX unit With 3GX in operation, press the rudder to the left or right and press the SET
button for about a second. Note: Time out of flight mode settings after 10 secondsAfter entering adjustment mode, the STATUS LED will flash at specific times to indicate specific settings. During the adjustment process, LEDs 1 through 5 indicate the adjustment rate. flashing LED represents 10%, while
fixed lit LED represents 20%. For example, if LEDs 1 and LEDs2 are firmly lit with LED3 flashing, the specified percentage is 2*20+10=50%.1. Situation led flashing once to adjust the aileron roll rate and lift flip rateMoviding the lift stick will display lift flip rate for the LED. Then move the elevator stick to
adjust. 50% is defaultMoviding the aileron stick will display the aileron roll rate on the LED. Then move the aileron stick to adjust. 50% is defaultElevator flip rate adjusted based on aileron roll rate. [What does that mean?] 2. Press SET and state led flashing twice to set the lift travel limitIn the movement of
the stick lift to adjust the maximum lift trip that 3GX can use offline. For example, if THE LEDs show 50%, the total travel range of the lift is 8+0.5*8 = 12 degrees. Generally 70% is suitable for most of the helicopter chassis. Make sure there is no connection to the entire step range3. Press SET and the
situation led flashing 3 times to set the travel limit aileron Then move the aileron stick to adjust the aileron path that 3GX can use offline. For example, if the LEDs show 50%, the total travel range of the aileron is 8+0.5*8 = 12 degrees. Generally 70% is suitable for most of the helicopter chassis. Make sure
there is no connection to the entire step area4. Press SET and the situation led flashing 4 times to set swashplate damping The more damping effect, the smoother helicopter flies, but feels less direct. The depreciation rate should be adjusted according to the pilot's preferences. Move the lift stick is to
adjust the collective depreciation rate of the step (more % = more damping). 50% is defaultMiamum the aileron stick to adjust the circular (for both the aileron and for the lift) lift) reduction of the percentage (more % = greater depreciation). 50% is default5. Press SET and the situation led flashing 5 times to
adjust the swashplate accelerationSwashplate acceleration can increase the amp draw explosion of servos. Therefore, the BEC output capacity should be confirmed to handle the explosion current when adjusting the collective step acceleration, otherwise insufficient power supply can lead to air
accidents. We recommend an immediate power supply if the acceleration is greater than 50%. Move the lift stick to adjust the acceleration rate of the collective step. 0% is defaultMemisize the aileron stick to set circular (both for aileron and lift) step acceleration rate. 0% is defaultD when circular step

acceleration is active, the ability to fix the point can be reduced. Beginners or F3C pilots should minimize the value of the acceleration rate of the circular step or reset it to zero. 3GX need to know the maximum and minimum throttle positions and mechanical travel order, you need to adjust this function
whether you use it or not. Note: The Swashplate setting must be completed before performing the throttle calibration process.1. Reset the throttle curve and step curve to the default 0-50-100.2. Confirm that the transmitter is on and the throttle lever is in the lowest position. 3. Press and hold the SET
button while turning on the receiver until all 1~5 LEDs are on. Release the SET button and the red LED GOV will light up.4. Press the throttle stick on the transmitter at the maximum peak, and in a few minutes LED will go away and system power cycles, indicating the completion of the installation process.
Process.
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